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FOREWORD
Interest in the trade finance asset class is on the march.
It is a movement that has gathered pace as both users and providers of liquidity have
found themselves in the midst of a perfect storm.
On the one hand, compliance and regulatory requirements have hamstrung banks’ ability
to finance a growing global trade market, stretching the trade finance gap to $1.5 trillion.
On the other, the tightening of spreads in traditional loan markets combined with almost a
decade of low interest rates has led to a general compression of yields that has increased
the attraction of trade finance assets to institutional investors.
And indeed its advocates would advance that there is much to be attracted to in the
product’s core characteristics: it is self-liquidating with a low default and loss rate;
contributes to real economy businesses with positive knock-on effects across the supply
chain; and offers short term maturities and a range of risk mitigation tools.
However, in spite of this, the development of trade finance as an asset class for funds
and investors is at a comparatively early stage.
This report, therefore, aimed to more closely locate that stage; to identify the factors both
driving and holding it back; and to evaluate which factors – if realised – could galvanise a
flourishing in trade finance as an asset class over the next few years.
A collaboration between EFA Group and TXF, this study relied on the participation of
industry experts, to whom we are grateful. We hope the findings produced as a result are
of value to the entire community and welcome any feedback as we bid to build on the
report.
Hesham Zakai, Associate Director, TXF
Francois Dotta, CEO, EFA Group
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
A bright future for trade finance as an asset class
Trade finance as an asset class is set for growth in the short term according to 78% of respondents to the
poll. In the longer term (more than five years), respondents were even more bullish, with 93% expecting
medium to high growth in trade finance assets. That’s a key finding of this report on trade finance as an
asset class by TXF in association with EFA Group, with 50 investors polled in 15 countries.
To fully reach its potential though, the industry needs to raise awareness and increase standardisation,
respondents add.
Key findings:
• Confidence in growth of the asset class
One encouraging finding from the report was the level of confidence in the trade finance asset class’ growth
trajectory, particularly among investors in Europe and Asia – although the greatest appetite for trade finance
assets was seen in Asia Pacific, North America and MENA. Nearly half of respondents (45%) expect steady
growth, while approximately one-third see growth accelerating, and that optimism increases over the longer
term.
• Investment in internal infrastructure to support investment
Some 58% of respondents are investing in internal infrastructure to enable them to invest in trade finance,
underscoring their commitment to the sector in the longer term.
• Reliability and solidity of asset class as key factor but it still has risks
Trade finance assets are not expected to outperform other classes – instead functioning as a reliable, low- to
medium-risk source of income, the survey said. There was a mixed response to the option of investing a
substantial part of a portfolio in trade.
Respondents were aware of and comfortable with taking on emerging markets risk through trade finance
assets but said they were ready to compromise on returns for safer assets. Notably, they strongly disagreed
with the argument that trade finance is “not risky” or that it should act as a parking spot for surplus liquidity.
• Familiarity breeds investment in short term, self-liquidating, low yield fixed-income assets
The short-term and self-liquidating nature of assets and the low fixed yield income they generate motivates
investment in trade finance assets according to the respondents – 65% of whom had a high to very high level
of familiarity with the sector.
Payment guarantees were rated the most attractive trade finance product in which to invest, closely followed
by letters of credit. Inventory finance products generated the least interest.
• Managed funds and direct bilateral investments top poll
The most popular method of investing in trade finance assets is currently through a managed fund or directly
on a bilateral basis, with asset-backed securities taking third place, the report showed. Respondents were
split equally three ways in terms of whether they preferred bank risk, corporate risk, or had no preference
either way.
• Need for information, communication, transparency and reliable data for future growth
Before trade finance can tap these opportunities however, more work is needed. To attract a wider
investment base, respondents said that improved information, communication and transparency is key, as
well as more reliable data to enable more robust risk management.
Encouragingly, a lack of awareness about trade finance assets – a relatively easily remedied obstacle – was
one of the two most cited barriers to investing in the class, along with a focus on current assets. These were
3 more standardisation.
followed by an insufficient track record and a desire for

METHODOLOGY
In collaboration with EFA Group, TXF conducted a global investor survey on trade finance. 50 interviews
were conducted, with respondents coming from more than 15 countries worldwide.
The participating interviewees were senior managers working in pension and/or insurance funds, or for
established asset management firms.
Interviewees were asked their professional opinions and experiences in four different segments:

Affinity towards
the trade finance
industry

Management
of their trade
finance funds

Risk
assessment

Industry
outlook

The trade finance industry is a crucial and dynamic market which is constantly
facing new challenges. This study is intended to provide insights into the market,
its performance, and outlook.

METHODOLOGY OF THIS SURVEY
Responses were gathered through a randomised telephone survey conducted in Q4 2017. The total
sample of experts interviewed for this report was 50, allowing for reliable analysis and conclusions.
We segmented our trade finance analysis based on regions (office location of the experts) and the fund
structure in which they work.
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CURRENT STANDING
OF TRADE FINANCE
METHODS OF INVESTING IN TRADE FINANCE ASSETS
Trade finance is undergoing solid development as an asset class as education, awareness and availability
of data coalesce to progress it from its nascent stage. This is likely a strong factor behind respondents
ranking managed funds, who can act as the providers of such resources and services, as their preferred
means of investment (3.52 out of 5).
The risk diversification, personnel expertise and professional management that funds can afford allocators
are also an understandably attractive way of operating in an emerging and varied space.
Whether this remains the case as the asset class matures remains to be seen, as managed funds could
also play a facilitating role in introducing investors to trade finance and nurturing their earlier participation,
paving the path for investors to then pursue alternative investment methods.
One such method is direct investment to corporates on a bilateral basis, which is currently the second
most preferred option (3.33). Such a method can allow for investors to have greater oversight over their
allocations, and be more targeted in their investment choices. This can be a key consideration for
investors with specific industry and sector investment goals.

Chart 2
Desirability of investment methods in trade finance
Rated from 1 to 5, where 1 is highly undesirable and 5 is highly desirable
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CURRENT STANDING
OF TRADE FINANCE
FAMILIARITY WITH TRADE FINANCE
In general, interviewees were already very exposed to trade finance, with almost 65%
having a high to very high familiarity with the industry. This was especially the case for
those working at insurance funds. This can partly be attributed to the widening trade
finance gap, which has necessitated an outreach to new liquidity sources including
institutional investors.
More straightforwardly, too, considering the importance of diversification for investors,
many indicated that they are always open to new investment types and trade finance was
one that had been increasingly identified internally over the last couple of years.

Chart 3
Familiarity with trade finance
Rated from 1 to 5, where 1 is no familiarity and 5 is very high familiarity with the asset
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CURRENT STANDING
OF TRADE FINANCE
WHY INVEST IN TRADE FINANCE?
Respondents gave various reasons for investing in trade finance, including a desire to diversify their
portfolio and benefit from trade finance’s low correlation to other asset classes they are currently invested
in. Notably, attempts to articulate that trade finance is a short-term and self-liquidating asset are clearly
succeeding, demonstrating the breakthrough of the industry’s advocacy.

Chart 4
Acknowledging the short-term and self-liquidating nature of trade finance
Rated from 1 to 5, where 1 expresses no
acknowledgement at all and 5 greatly
acknowledges the short-term and selfliquidating nature of trade finance

Overall, experts do acknowledge the short-term and selfliquidating nature of trade finance – which leads them to be
more flexible on returns. While there is still room for growth
in this agreement, the recognition of some of the innate
characteristics of trade finance is an indispensable
cornerstone to its future growth.

“Trade finance assets deliver reliable returns
and the industry has not as strict regulations
as for example stock market investments
which makes them the more attractive for us.”
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Head of Trade Finance Operations,
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European Pension Fund

Chart 5
Low fixed income yields as a primary motivator
Rated from 1 to 5, where 1 denotes that low
fixed income yields were not a motivator and 5
recognizes them as the primary motivator

Low fixed income yields are a primary motivator
in turning to trade finance assets

Ø 2.88
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One of the key challenges this presents for
advocates of trade finance as an asset class is
ensuring the appeal remains if/when fixed income
yields heighten. If these investors turning to trade
now see the benefits and effectively become
‘converts’ to the product, that would go a long way to
securing its longer-term prospects.
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“We have many different reasons for turning to trade finance assets.
Low fixed income yield is one of them.”
Trade Finance Equity Manager, North American Fund
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CURRENT STANDING
OF TRADE FINANCE
CURRENT GEOGRAPHIC APPETITE
The global provision of trade finance means an international scope of opportunity for investors. However,
a number of factors still play an influential role in determining where investment goes, from the
regulatory environment and existing trade finance gaps to the concentration of asset managers.

Chart 6
Geographical reach of investments
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disproportionately affected by a $1.5
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When looking at the appetite of
investors from the perspective of
where they are based, the survey
shows that investors mainly prioritise
their own region when investing in
trade finance assets. After that,
interest
is
predominantly
in
neighboring
regions.
European
investors, for example, favour Europe
heavily (28%).

CURRENT STANDING
OF TRADE FINANCE
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Almost half of Americas investors
have strong appetite for either North
or South America, with Asia Pacific in
third place. European and MENA
interest is moderate, while political
and economic sanctions hinder
investments into Russia/CIS. This will
particularly be the case while OFAC
guidelines in the country and
geopolitical tensions remain.
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Half of MENA investors have a
preference for investments in the
Middle East or Africa. The investment
appetite
of
Middle
Eastern
respondents is the most concentrated,
with three-quarters of the interest
focused on their own region, Africa,
and Asia.

CURRENT STANDING
OF TRADE FINANCE
PREFERENCE OF TRADE FINANCE PRODUCTS
Trade finance is an umbrella term used to refer to a wide variety of
products. We asked our experts to gauge their interest in seven key
product areas:

Letter of credit: A guarantee from
an importer/buyer’s bank that a
particular
seller/exporter
will
receive a payment due from the
buyer once certain conditions are
met.

3.52
Confirmed letter of credit

Overall

3.68

Payment guarantees

3.07

Working capital loans

3.23

Receivables finance(incl.SC finance)
Inventory finance

2.28

Structured commodity finance

3.16

Structured Export Finance

3.3

3.29

3.5

3.57

Asia

3.08
2.42

Insurance Fund

3.58
3.18

Defining core trade finance
tools:

3.29
3.71
2
2.86

3.25

3.14

3.58

Respondents rated payment guarantees as the most attractive (3.68/5),
followed by confirmed Letters of Credit (3.52). These are both regarded
as tried and trusted tools in a trade financier’s toolkit and their high
ranking reflects that. On the opposite end of the scale, there was least
interest in inventory finance. There are also some differences which
can be seen when breaking down the interest of various products by
region and fund type: most notably Asian interest in structured export
finance, and insurance fund interest in receivables finance.
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Payment guarantee: A risk
management instrument used to
mitigate credit or country risk when
selling on an open account basis.
Such guarantees cover nonpayment of money owed for goods
or services, providing financial
security to the beneficiary.
Working capital loan: A loan
provided to corporates to help
manage their working capital and
cash flow position.
Receivables finance, including
supply chain finance: A range of
financing options that allow
companies to raise cash against
their invoices, such as invoice
discounting or supply chain
finance programmes.
Structured commodity finance:
A range of tools to allow for the
production
and
trading
of
commodities across the supply
chain, sometimes using the
underlying
commodity
as
collateral.
Structured export finance: A risk
mitigation
technique
offering
medium- or long-term financing to
the importers of capital goods,
using full or partial guarantees
from Export Credit Agencies
(ECAs) or private risk insurance
providers.

MANAGEMENT
OF TRADE FINANCE
ASSETS
EXPECTATIONS AND DRIVERS WHEN INVESTING IN TRADE
FINANCE
Understanding investor expectations and matching them with correlating opportunities is
critical not only for proliferating new interest in this space, but also for deepening existing
engagement with it. The following is a snapshot of key expectations from respondents in
the context of their current activity and priorities:

Chart 7
Return on trade finance assets
Rated from 1 to 5, where 5 expresses strong expectation for trade finance assets to
outperform traditional asset classes, and 1 does not expect outperformance at all

Ø 2.84

Trade finance assets are not
expected to outperform
traditional asset classes
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“Returns in the trade finance segment
are a reliable income which are not expected
to be higher compared to other asset classes.”
Investment Manager, European Fund
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MANAGEMENT
OF TRADE FINANCE
ASSETS
Chart 8
Portfolio investments into trade finance assets
Rated from 1 to 5, where 5 expresses preparation to
invest a substantial part of their portfolio in trade
finance assets, and 1 is not prepared at all

There is a mixed response when it comes to
readiness to invest a substantial part of the
portfolio in trade finance assets
Ø 2.98

This reflects the fact that investors are at different
stages of their journey. A substantial number, however,
do consider themselves ready to direct more than a
fifth of their portfolio towards trade finance.
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Chart 9
Trade finance as a substitute for surplus liquidity
Rated from 1 to 5, where 5 sees trade finance as a
substitute for excess liquidity, and 1 does not see this
at all

Trade finance is not a substitute for surplus
liquidity
Ø 2.32
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Respondents strongly disagreed with the idea that
trade finance was ‘not risky’ and could therefore be
seen as a utilisation point for excess liquidity. Indeed,
the overwhelming sentiment was to subject it to the
same scrutiny as other existing investments, a due
diligence seen as central to decision making.

“Unfortunately, all asset classes have their risks and opportunities. The same applies
for trade finance assets, which we cannot simply consider as a substitute for surplus
liquidity.”
Director, Asia Insurance Fund
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MANAGEMENT
OF TRADE FINANCE
ASSETS
Chart 10
Necessity of guaranteed returns
Rated from 1 to 5, where 5 sees that guaranteed
return on investment over a certain period is
necessary, and 1 does not see this at all

Ø 3.36
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Trade finance assets are expected to guarantee a
return over the investment period
Primarily investors
investments over a
include having a
investors, as well
companies.

need a guaranteed return from
certain period. The main reasons
responsibility towards their own
as performance ratings in their

“Independent of which asset classes we are speaking of, our company depends
on having returns over a certain investment period.”
Equity and Trade Financer, Asian Pension Fund

“We have experienced the nature of trade finance and can therefore say
that we are flexible on returns as long as they still fit our expectations.”
Department Head, Asian Pension Fund

Chart 11
Requirement of risk taking in emerging markets
Rated from 1-5, where 5 sees that risks must be
taken in emerging markets, and 1 does not see this
at all
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Trade finance requires risk-taking in emerging
markets
Respondents are both cognizant of and comfortable
with the fact that trade finance often requires taking risk
on emerging markets. They calculate the risks of the
different developing regions, as well as the companies
they are investing into, during the allocation process.
As trade financing needs in emerging markets continue
to grow at a high rate, this will come as welcome news
to businesses and policy makers in these regions.

“Of course, investing into trade finance has a certain risk to it – especially
when investing into emerging markets with companies showing a lower amount
of track-record in the region.”
Trade Finance Manager, European Fund
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INVESTING
IN TRADE FINANCE
IDEAS FOR ATTRACTING A WIDER INVESTOR BASE
We asked which factors have to be addressed in order to make trade finance assets a more
attractive investment.

More information,
communication
and transparency

Investors would like to see a trade finance industry that offers more
information about its assets and functioning. This transparency can
take the form of more comprehensive information platforms.

“The trade finance industry has to show more transparency in their products
and activities while giving us better information on what is actually going on.”
Trade Finance Fund Manager, Asian Fund

Reliable data
to enable stronger
risk management

The trade finance community would attract greater pools of liquidity if
it were able to provide reliable data in a more standardised fashion.

“For our risk management, we wish to have better and more reliable data
we can use. This would be beneficial for all sides as the industry would gain
more momentum.”
Managing Director, North American Pension Fund

Less regulation
and a better image

A small range of investors addressed the issue of regulation and
trade finance, claiming that this has been to the detriment of the
industry’s reputation. Regulation was cited as being an issue not just
when it stems from external sources, such as from the government,
but also how banks internally interpret and respond to regulation
(such as compliance procedures).

“Internal and external regulations are still hindering some investments
in the trade finance area. Lowering them would lead to more investments.”
Trade Finance Manager, MENA Fund
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INVESTING
IN TRADE FINANCE
Chart 12
Comfortable with sub-investment grade assets
Rated from 1 to 5, where 5 expresses comfort with investing in subinvestment grade assets, and 1 does not express this at all

Ø 2.47
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Investors based in developing
countries are generally
more comfortable with
sub-investment grade assets
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“It depends on which direct asset we are looking at.
Mostly we are comfortable with making investments,
but really have to analyse the risks and opportunities.”
Head of Investor Relations, Asian Fund

Chart 13
Readiness to compromise on return for safer assets
Rated from 1 to 5, where 5 expresses great readiness to compromise
on return for safer assets, and 1 does not express this at all

Ø 3.43
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INVESTING
IN TRADE FINANCE
OBSTACLES TO ATTRACTING A WIDER GROUP OF INVESTORS
TO TRADE FINANCE
When looking at obstacles to attracting a wider group of investors to trade finance, the
results paint an encouraging picture for the asset class’s underlying attractiveness. An
undesirable risk-return ratio was the least cited obstacle (2.69/5), and the most cited
obstacle – a focus on other asset classes (4.0) – does little to detract from this finding. If
anything, it reinforces the idea that whatever genuine obstacles there are for increasing
investment in trade finance, they are not directly linked to the asset class’s innate
characteristics.
Opportunities for growing the asset class, correspondingly, reside in four key areas:
awareness and education; track record; harmonisation and standardisation; and reliable
data.
Collectively, they can be summarised as a work in progress asset architecture. This
infrastructure, underpinning the asset class, is being strengthened from multiple angles
by different stakeholders, from asset managers to the ICC Banking Commission.

Chart 14
Obstacles to attracting a wider group of investors
Rated from 1 to 5, where 1 is no obstacle and 5 is a major obstacle
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INVESTING
IN TRADE FINANCE
CURRENT LEVEL OF INVESTMENT IN TRADE FINANCE ASSETS
Mixed funds and pension funds have the largest investments in trade finance assets.
Interest in the asset class is high and will likely remain so in the future. Insurance funds,
on the other hand, have been more conservative.
Looking at the geographical split, European investors are the most active. Their individual
level of investment may not be uniform, but the tendency is towards increasing
investment in trade finance assets.

Chart 16
Current level of investment in trade finance assets
In number of mentions by total; 1 is not active at all and 5 is very active
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RISK
ANALYSIS
CORPORATES OR BANKS
While trade finance allows investors to take both bank and corporate risk, the survey
shows that the investor market is evenly split in terms of its preferences: one third of
respondents prefers banking sector risk, one third favours corporate risk, and another
third has no preference at all.

BANKS

There is a strong degree of
complementarity
in
the
reasoning that appears to
have balanced out the results.
For example, while “less
regulation” was cited as a
driver for investing directly with
companies, the higher levels
of transparency that regulation
often entails was referenced
as a positive point for taking
risk on banks.

CORPORATES

“We have better relationships towards banks
and therefore get better investment conditions.”
Senior Director, Asian Pension Fund

“Corporates are preferred since we can directly
control our investments.”
Director, Investment Operations, North American Fund
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RISK
ANALYSIS
TAKING RISKS
Combating the excessive perception of risk and clearly evaluating and mitigating actual
risk is at the forefront of investment managers’ minds.

HOW RISKY ARE TRADE FINANCE ASSETS?
Almost 60% of those surveyed evaluate trade finance assets as being a medium risk
asset, while approximately a third assess them as low to very low. Given the strong
feeling among trade finance practitioners that it is a very low or low risk asset, this finding
demonstrates the work that needs to be done in advocating the product further to twothirds of the market.
By region, European funds position trade finance assets as slightly riskier compared to
the other regions. The breakdown by fund structure shows that insurance funds are more
comfortable with risk when compared to pension and mixed funds.

Chart 17
Risk assessment of trade finance assets globally, and by region
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MENA

RISK
ANALYSIS
REGULATIONS
As in much of finance since the global financial crisis, trade finance has come under scrutiny from
regulatory bodies.
Even though nearly half of interviewees said that regulations have not had a large-scale impact on their
ability or willingness to invest in trade, some did highlight examples where there had been some effect. Of
those, approximately 70% said that regulations made investments into trade finance more difficult especially for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), which are seen as a riskier proposition.
The 30% of interviewees that
see
regulation
as
an
opportunity
named
the
following advantages:
• Facilitating healthy
investment decisions

“Government regulations have been hindering
our investments into SME trade finance projects,
because we had to gather more capital
to out wage the risks.”
Trade Finance Manager, European Fund

• More security and stability
• Fewer unnecessary risktaking measures
Specific regulations mentioned were:
• ESG Guidelines for the European Union
• FINMA, ARIF, Guernsey Commission - Swiss regulations
• South Korean Government regulations
• IRR Requirements by Chinese government and head of security counsel
• Internal compliance regulations for different companies
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INDUSTRY
OUTLOOK
SHORT TERM OUTLOOK
Chart 18
Outlook for investments in the short-term
In number of mentions by total; 1 is no growth and 5 is high growth
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The short-term outlook for growth in
trade finance assets is generally
positive. Currently, 45% of those asked
expect growth to be steady, while 31%
have a generally more optimistic
outlook. European and Asian investors
are especially optimistic when it comes
to growth in the industry. Reasons
include the growth potential of trade
agreements,
new
development
programs in the infrastructure and
energy industry, and other trade
facilitation efforts.
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LONG TERM OUTLOOK
Chart 19
Outlook for investments in the long-term
In number of mentions by total; 1 is no growth and 5 is high growth

Respondents are more optimistic
about growth in the long term. All but
7% of respondents said they anticipate
medium to high growth – with those in
Europe and Asia the most upbeat
about the long-term outlook.
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INDUSTRY
OUTLOOK
INVESTING IN INTERNAL INFRASTRUCTURE
The majority of experts polled (58%) are investing in internal infrastructure to better equip
them to handle trade finance assets. Chief among the investments being made cited
were:
1. Hardware (e.g. additional computers, servers or interactive boards)
2. Software (e.g. platforms, trading software)
3. Business intelligence and staff training
Infrastructure investment of this kind is evidently a sign of commitment to the asset class
in the medium to long-term.

"Yes, we are investing
in internal infrastructure."

58%
In percent of total mentions (%)
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INDUSTRY
OUTLOOK
We asked trade finance managers if Financial Technology (Fintech) can play a significant
role in the development of trade finance as an asset class.

Over 77% of interviewees expect
that Fintech will play a significant
role in developing trade finance
into an asset class. In general,
experts were very optimistic that
technology will help them
become more efficient.

"Fintech will play
a significant role
in the development
of trade finance
as an asset class."

77%

When considering distributed ledger technology such as blockchain in the distribution of
trade finance assets, interviewees have mixed feelings. Most of them don’t see
distributed ledger technology as having a significant impact on the industry (about 80%).
Those that do have an optimistic outlook think that the technology could change the
industry in the following ways:
• Improving ease of investing

• Better communication

“Blockchain technology will disrupt the industry,
making processes more efficient while saving huge
amount of costs. Furthermore, the error quote
In companies will decrease significantly.”

• Higher efficiency

Sales Manager, European Fund

• Faster decision making
• Increasing transparency

• Lower error quote
• Saving costs
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ABOUT TXF
AND EFA GROUP
TXF is a leading media and events company in the trade, supply chain, commodity,
export and project finance spaces. Since its inception in 2013, it has developed its
reputation for accurate, insightful and incisive news coverage in its core markets, as well
as for the provision of data to the industry not available elsewhere.
Its global events portfolio offers a series of corporate-led, innovative opportunities ranging
from small, intimate workshops and roundtables to marquee conferences welcoming
several hundred guests.
For more information about TXF, please visit txfnews.com or email
hesham.zakai@txfmedia.com
EFA Group is an independent asset manager specializing in private debt strategies, with
a focus on real economy businesses. The Group currently manages US$1.2 billion of
assets under management across various credit funds, all of which have posted 100%
positive monthly performance since their inception. To date, EFA has deployed US$9.5
billion of financing to over 300 businesses worldwide.
Established in 2003 in Singapore, the Group has since expanded in size and capabilities,
and now employs over 60 personnel between its offices in Singapore, Geneva, Dubai,
Istanbul and London.
By providing solutions and services always based on the needs of small and mediumsized enterprises, we create consistent value and sustainable performance for our
investors. We are regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore and the Dubai
Financial Services Authority under EuroFin Investments Pte Ltd.
For more information about EFA Group, please visit www.efa-group.net or email
investor.relations@efa-group.net
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